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HIGHLIGHTS  
 

A Community of Global Legal and Financial Professionals  
Discover how the Generis Partner Program connects legal and financial professionals from 

around the world to foster collaboration, share knowledge, and promote growth. 

Access to Global Network of Partners and Resources 
Learn about the diverse range of partners and resources available to members of the Generis 

Partner Program, including strategic alliances, cutting-edge technology, and a global 
workdesk system. 

Empowering Legal Professionals with Cutting-Edge Technology  
Explore the advanced technology solutions that Generis Global provides to help legal 
professionals enhance their productivity, improve their services, and expand their reach 

across the world. 

Synchronize Program: Bridging Across the World and Time Zones 
Discover how the Synchronize program enables Generis partners to overcome geographic 

and time zone barriers to build partnerships and collaborate effectively with clients and 
colleagues worldwide. 

Collaboration and Growth in the Generis Partner Program 
Learn about the collaborative environment that the Generis Partner Program fosters among 

legal and financial professionals to drive growth and success for all members. 

Fast and Easy Way to Connect with Global Clients  
Find out how the Generis Partner Program offers a simple, streamlined approach to 
connecting legal and financial professionals with global clients seeking their services. 

Range of Resources and Tools to Grow Legal Businesses  
Discover the comprehensive suite of resources and tools that Generis Global provides to 
help legal professionals grow their businesses, enhance their skills, and stay ahead of the 

competition. 

Building Partnerships and Strategic Alliances  
Explore the strategic approach that the Generis Partner Program takes to building lasting 

partnerships and alliances that benefit all members. 

Fostering a Collaborative Community of Legal Professionals 
Learn about the unique culture of collaboration, support, and growth that the Generis 

Partner Program fosters among its members. 
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OVERVIEW  

The legal industry has undergone significant changes over the past decade. Globalization has 

created a highly competitive environment where firms need to be agile, innovative, and 

forward-thinking to remain relevant. The Generis Partner Program recognizes this reality 

and has been designed to provide lawyers, attorneys, solicitors, investment bankers, and law 

firms with the tools, resources, and connections they need to thrive in this new world. 

At Generis, we believe in the power of partnerships and strategic alliances. We understand 

that to succeed in today's global economy, we must work together and leverage each other's 

strengths. Our Partner Program is built on this foundation, and we are committed to 

flourishing together with our partners. 

 Our program is unique because it provides our partners with the opportunity to go 

global, cut across borders, and work through timelines. We have created a truly global 

community of legal and financial professionals who can collaborate seamlessly, regardless of 

their physical location. Our partners gain access to a vast array of resources, programs, and 

tools that enable them to enhance their workflows, build capacity, and practice law on a 

global scale. 

 In this brochure, we will provide an overview of our Partner Program and the benefits 

it offers. We will also share the experiences of some of our current partners and provide 

insights into how they have leveraged our program to enhance their practice and take it to 

the next level. 
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 Generis Partner Program is designed to empower legal and financial professionals to 

go global and have a truly global client base irrespective of where they are located. We are 

committed to providing our partners with the resources, tools, and connections they need to 

succeed in today's global economy. 

 We recognize that every partner is unique, and we have designed our program to be 

flexible and adaptable to meet their specific needs. Whether you are a law firm, solo attorney, 

CPA, Chartered Accountant, or investment banker, our program provides you with the 

opportunity to join a global community of like-minded professionals. 

 Our program is built on the foundation of partnerships and strategic alliances. We 

believe that we can achieve more together than we can alone. As a Generis partner, you will 

gain access to a community of professionals who share your values, goals, and aspirations. 

You will have the opportunity to collaborate with other partners, share knowledge and best 

practices, and build relationships that will help you grow your practice. 

 The legal industry is no longer confined to national borders. Clients are increasingly 

seeking legal and financial services from professionals who can provide them with a global 

perspective. At Generis, we understand this reality, and we have designed our Partner 

Program to provide our partners with the tools, resources, and connections they need to go 

global. 

 Our global workdesk system enables maximum productivity for our partners. We 

have a presence in all major financial centers and developed countries, which means that our 

partners have access to a global network of legal and financial professionals. This translates 
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into increased visibility, enhanced workflows, and the opportunity to work with clients from 

around the world. 

 As a Generis partner, you will be part of a community of legal and financial 

professionals who are at the forefront of a revolution in legal services. Our platform is 

powered by technology, which means that our partners can deliver legal services in a way 

that was never done before. You will have access to the latest tools and resources that will 

enable you to enhance your productivity, streamline your workflows, and deliver world-class 

services to your clients. 

 At Generis, we believe that partnerships and strategic alliances are the key to success 

in today's global economy. We have built partnerships and strategic alliances into our DNA, 

and these partnerships are what make us stand out in the legal and financial industry. Our 

partner program is designed to enable you to leverage these partnerships to take your 

business to new heights. 

 At Generis Global, we believe in the power of collaboration. We know that when we 

work together, we can achieve more than we ever could alone. That's why our partner 

program is built on the principle of flourishing together. We want to help you grow your 

business by providing you with the resources, tools, and connections you need to succeed. 

As a Generis partner, you'll have access to a global network of legal and financial 

professionals who are committed to excellence. You'll be able to tap into this network to 

expand your client base, share knowledge and expertise, and collaborate on projects. 

Our partner program is designed to be flexible, so you can customize it to suit your needs. 

Whether you're a solo practitioner or a large law firm, we have a partner program that will 
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work for you. You can choose the level of involvement that works best for you, from a simple 

referral program to a full partnership. 

 We are committed to providing our partners with the support they need to succeed. 

That's why we offer a wide range of resources and tools to help you grow your business. 

From marketing materials to training programs, we have everything you need to take your 

business to the next level. 

 So if you're ready to take your business to the global stage, we invite you to join the 

Generis Partner Program. We are confident that our partnership will help you achieve your 

business goals and thrive in today's competitive market.  

FORCE MULTIPLICATION  

Generis Global is a leading legal technology company that empowers lawyers, attorneys, 

solicitors, investment bankers, and law firms to expand their reach globally. As a Generis 

partner, you gain access to a vast network of professionals, tools, and resources that are 

designed to help you grow your business and maximize your productivity. 

 In today's fast-paced global economy, it's more important than ever to have a global 

reach. Generis Global makes this possible by connecting you with professionals around the 

world who can help you navigate different jurisdictions and expand your business into new 

markets. As a Generis partner, you'll have access to a global network of legal and financial 

professionals who can help you serve clients in different countries and regions. 
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By leveraging our technology and expertise, you can quickly and easily establish a global 

presence and tap into new sources of revenue. Whether you're looking to expand your 

existing practice or build a new one from scratch, Generis Global provides you with the 

tools and resources you need to succeed. 

 Generis Global offers its partners access to a wide range of resources, programs, tools, 

and connections that are designed to help them succeed. Whether you're looking to grow 

your business, expand your network, or gain new skills, our platform has something for you. 

As a Generis partner, you'll have access to our exclusive partner portal, where you can access 

training materials, marketing resources, and other tools to help you grow your business. 

You'll also be able to connect with other partners and share best practices, ideas, and 

insights. 

 In addition to these resources, we offer our partners a range of programs and services 

that are designed to help them succeed. For example, we offer a referral program that allows 

partners to earn commissions by referring new clients to our platform. We also offer a range 

of consulting services, including business strategy consulting, marketing consulting, and 

more. 

 At Generis Global, we believe in the power of community. That's why we've created a 

partner program that's designed to foster collaboration, knowledge sharing, and growth. 

When you join our program, you become part of a global community of legal and financial 

professionals who are committed to helping each other succeed. 
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 Our community is designed to provide partners with the support, resources, and 

connections they need to grow their businesses and take their careers to the next level. 

Whether you're looking to connect with other professionals, learn new skills, or expand your 

network, our platform has something for you. 

 We host a range of events and webinars throughout the year that are designed to 

bring our partners together and facilitate knowledge sharing. These events provide partners 

with the opportunity to connect with other professionals, learn from experts in their field, 

and gain new insights into the legal and financial industry. 

 In addition to these events, we offer our partners access to a range of online 

communities, including discussion forums, social media groups, and more. These 

communities provide partners with a platform to share ideas, ask questions, and connect 

with other professionals in their field. 

 The Generis Partner Program is designed to help lawyers, attorneys, solicitors, 

investment bankers, and law firms to expand their reach globally and take their businesses to 

the next level. By joining our program, you gain access to a vast network of professionals, 

tools, and resources that are designed to help you grow your business and maximize your 

productivity. 

 Whether you're looking to expand your existing practice, build a new one from 

scratch, or gain new skills and knowledge, the Generis Partner Program has something for 

you. We believe in the power of community and are committed to providing our partners 
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with the support, resources, and opportunities, we provide our partners with a competitive 

advantage in the legal and financial services industry. 

 One of the key benefits of joining our Partner Program is the opportunity to gain 

instant access to exclusive resources, programs, tools, and connections that can help you grow 

your business and take it to the next level. Our community is designed to foster business 

growth and to provide our partners with the support they need to achieve success. 

 At Generis Global, we understand that partnerships are about more than just sharing 

resources and knowledge. They are about working together to achieve common goals and 

objectives. That is why we have designed our Partner Program to be a true community where 

partners can connect, collaborate, and grow together. 

 Whether you are an attorney, lawyer, solicitor, or investment banker, joining the 

Generis Partner Program gives you the opportunity to connect with a global community of 

like-minded professionals who are committed to growing their businesses and achieving 

success. 

  Our community is made up of individuals and firms from around the world 

who share a passion for excellence and a commitment to providing their clients with the 

best possible service. By joining our Partner Program, you will have access to this network of 

professionals, allowing you to tap into their expertise and leverage their knowledge and 

experience to grow your own business. 

  

 In addition to the support and resources provided by our community, we also offer a 

range of programs and tools designed to help our partners succeed. From marketing and 
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branding support to training and education programs, we are committed to providing our 

partners with everything they need to achieve success in today's competitive legal and 

financial services landscape. 

 When you partner with Generis Global, you are not just joining a community of like-

minded professionals, you are also gaining access to a range of resources and tools that can 

help you take your business to the next level. Whether you are looking to expand your client 

base, increase your revenue, or improve your service offerings, we have the resources and 

support you need to achieve your goals. 

COMPREHENSIVE   

In today's fast-paced world, businesses operate in a global environment, and legal services 

are no exception. As a result, it has become increasingly essential for lawyers and law firms to 

have access to resources and tools that enable them to provide legal services to clients with 

ease. The Generis Partner Program is designed to help legal professionals, including lawyers, 

attorneys, solicitors, and investment bankers, overcome the challenges associated with 

operating in a global environment. 

 Joining the Generis Partner Program means joining a global grid that enables 

flawless collaboration between lawyers, attorneys, solicitors, and investment bankers across 

the world. The program provides its members with access to a range of resources, tools, and 

connections, making it easier to deliver legal or financial services to clients worldwide. The 

program's focus is on building a community of legal professionals who are committed to 

providing the highest quality legal services to their clients. 
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The Generis Partner Program is designed to help lawyers and law firms enhance their 

productivity by providing them with a global workdesk system. The system enables legal 

professionals to work collaboratively with clients and colleagues in real-time, regardless of 

their location. The global workdesk system provides a secure, cloud-based platform where 

legal professionals can share documents, collaborate on projects, and communicate with their 

clients. 

 Through the Generis Partner Program, legal professionals can leverage the power of 

technology to streamline their operations and increase their efficiency. The program provides 

its members with access to cutting-edge legal technology solutions, including artificial 

intelligence-powered legal research tools, document management systems, and client 

management software. These tools enable legal professionals to automate routine tasks, 

reduce errors, and increase their productivity. 

 One of the key benefits of joining the Generis Partner Program is the opportunity to 

build long-term relationships with other legal professionals across the globe. The program 

provides its members with access to a global network of lawyers, attorneys, solicitors, and 

investment bankers, making it easier to collaborate on cross-border projects and tap into 

new markets. The program's community is designed to foster business growth by providing 

its members with networking opportunities, training, and resources. 

 The Generis Partner Program is a revolutionary program designed to help legal 

professionals overcome the challenges associated with operating in a global environment. 

The program provides its members with access to exclusive resources, programs, tools, and 
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connections, making it easier to deliver legal or financial services to clients worldwide. By 

joining the Generis Partner Program, legal professionals can leverage the power of 

technology to streamline their operations, enhance their productivity, and build long-term 

relationships with other legal professionals across the globe. 

SYNCRONIZE  

 The business world today is more interconnected than ever before. Companies and 

organizations are finding themselves collaborating with partners across the world, whether 

to access new markets, tap into new technologies or expertise, or simply to expand their 

reach. However, managing these partnerships can be a complex and challenging task, 

especially when dealing with partners located in different time zones, speaking different 

languages, and following different business practices. 

 At Generis, we recognize these challenges, and that's why we have developed the 

Synchronize program as part of our Partner Program. The Synchronize program is designed 

to help our partners bridge across the world and right through timelines and borders, giving 

them unparalleled access to strategic partners wherever they may be in the world. 

 With Synchronize, our partners can leverage our global network of partners and 

clients to gain access to new markets, technologies, and expertise, without having to navigate 

the complexities of cross-border collaboration on their own. Whether our partners are 

looking to expand their business into new geographies, or simply looking to collaborate with 

partners located in different parts of the world, Synchronize is here to help. 
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 One of the key benefits of the Synchronize program is the ability to access strategic 

partners wherever they may be located in the world. Our global network of partners and 

clients spans across multiple countries and industries, giving our partners unparalleled access 

to the expertise and resources they need to succeed. With Synchronize, our partners can tap 

into this network to find the right partners for their business, whether they are looking for 

technical expertise, industry knowledge, or access to new markets. 

 Another key benefit of the Synchronize program is the ability to synchronize 

business operations and processes across different time zones and cultures. With our global 

workdesk system, our partners can collaborate with partners and clients located in different 

parts of the world in real-time, streamlining communication, and enhancing productivity. 

Our workdesk system is designed to be intuitive and easy to use, allowing our partners to 

work seamlessly with their partners and clients, no matter where they are located. 

 At Generis, we understand that successful partnerships are built on trust, 

transparency, and mutual respect. That's why we have developed the Synchronize program to 

help our partners build strong and lasting relationships with their partners and clients, 

regardless of where they may be located in the world. Our program is designed to be flexible 

and adaptable, allowing our partners to tailor their collaboration efforts to their specific 

needs and requirements. 

 The Synchronize program is an essential component of our Partner Program, 

designed to help our partners bridge across the world and right through timelines and 

borders. With unparalleled access to strategic partners wherever they may be located in the 

world, and the ability to synchronize business operations and processes across different time 
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zones and cultures, our partners can tap into a global network of expertise and resources to 

succeed in today's interconnected business world. So, whether you are looking to expand 

your business into new geographies or simply looking to collaborate with partners located in 

different parts of the world, Synchronize is here to help. 

TECH-DRIVEN  

 As the world continues to become more interconnected, the legal industry is no 

exception to this trend. Law firms and attorneys need to be able to adapt to the changing 

landscape and leverage the power of technology to remain competitive in today's global 

marketplace. The Generis Partner Program is at the forefront of this change, offering 

attorneys access to cutting-edge technology to enhance their productivity, improve their 

services, and expand their reach across the world. 

 Through the Generis Partner Program, attorneys can deliver legal services in a way 

that has never been done before. The program enables attorneys to have clients in foreign 

countries through Generis Global partnerships, which means that they can provide services 

to clients anywhere in the world, without having to leave their office. This ability to expand 

their reach beyond their traditional geographic boundaries is a significant advantage for 

attorneys who want to grow their practices and take advantage of new opportunities in the 

global marketplace. 

 The Generis Partner Program provides attorneys with a suite of tools and resources to 

help them enhance their productivity and provide world-class legal services. The program's 

innovative workdesk system allows attorneys to work seamlessly with their colleagues and 
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clients from anywhere in the world, synchronizing work across different time zones and 

borders. With instant access to strategic partners, resources, and programs, attorneys can 

quickly and efficiently resolve any issues and provide their clients with top-notch legal 

services. 

 The Generis Partner Program is designed to empower attorneys to stay ahead of the 

curve and deliver the best possible legal services to their clients. Attorneys who join the 

program gain access to a range of cutting-edge technology solutions, including artificial 

intelligence, blockchain, and machine learning. These technologies can help attorneys 

streamline their workflows, automate repetitive tasks, and reduce errors, saving them time 

and improving their efficiency. 

 In addition to providing access to the latest technology, the Generis Partner Program 

also offers attorneys access to a network of like-minded professionals from around the world. 

The program's community is designed to foster collaboration and knowledge sharing, 

providing attorneys with a platform to connect with their peers, share best practices, and 

learn from each other. This community-driven approach helps attorneys stay up-to-date on 

the latest trends and innovations in the legal industry, enabling them to offer their clients 

the best possible legal services. 

 Another significant benefit of the Generis Partner Program is that it provides 

attorneys with access to exclusive resources and programs that can help them grow their 

practices. Whether it's marketing support, business development resources, or access to new 

markets, the program provides attorneys with the tools and resources they need to succeed. 
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With the support of the Generis Partner Program, attorneys can take their practices to the 

next level and achieve their goals in the global marketplace. 

 Overall, the Generis Partner Program represents a revolution in the legal industry, 

offering attorneys access to cutting-edge technology, a global network of strategic partners, 

and a community designed to foster collaboration and growth. With the program's support, 

attorneys can deliver legal services in a way that has never been done before, enhancing their 

productivity, expanding their reach, and providing world-class legal services to clients 

around the world. 

STRAIGHTFORWARD  

 The Generis Partner Program is designed to make it easy and fast for attorneys, law 

firms, solicitors, and investment bankers to connect with global clients and access the best 

resources and programs available. With a simple and intuitive platform, Generis Partners 

can easily accept requests and assignments from the Generis staff, work on projects, and get 

paid for a great job done. 

 One of the key benefits of the Generis Partner Program is the ability to leverage the 

experience and skills of a global network of partners. Partners can collaborate with other 

partners from different parts of the world to work on complex projects and deliver world-

class results. This allows them to expand their knowledge base and skillset and offer better 

services to their clients. 
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 The platform also provides partners with access to a wide range of resources and tools 

that can help them streamline their work and enhance productivity. Partners can use the 

Generis Global Workdesk system to manage their projects, track progress, and communicate 

with clients and other partners. This system provides a centralized hub for all project-related 

activities, making it easy for partners to stay organized and focused. 

 The Generis Partner Program also ensures that partners are fairly compensated for 

their work. Partners can choose to work on projects that match their skills and interests, and 

they can negotiate their rates with the Generis staff. Once the project is completed, partners 

can expect to receive prompt payment for their services. 

 Moreover, Generis provides partners with access to a diverse range of clients from 

different parts of the world. This allows partners to expand their client base and offer 

services to clients in foreign countries, without the need to set up a physical presence in 

those countries. This also opens up new opportunities for partners to grow their businesses 

and take on more challenging projects. 

 In summary, the Generis Partner Program offers attorneys, law firms, solicitors, and 

investment bankers a fast and easy way to connect with global clients, access exclusive 

resources and tools, and collaborate with a global network of partners. With Generis, 

partners can expand their knowledge base, enhance their productivity, and offer world-class 

legal and financial services to clients around the world. 
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UNFETTERED  

 At Generis, we recognize the importance of building capacity and enhancing 

workflows for legal professionals. We understand that legal services need to keep up with the 

times and stay relevant in today's fast-paced world. Our aim is to equip lawyers with the 

necessary tools, resources, and support to take their practices to the next level. 

Through our Generis Partner Program, legal professionals have access to a range of resources 

and tools to help them grow their businesses. From marketing and business development 

resources to practice management tools, we provide everything lawyers need to succeed. We 

empower lawyers to take their practices global and reach a global client base with ease. 

Our power-packed legal pros have access to the latest legal technology, enabling them to 

offer legal services in a way never done before. With our Generis Global partnership, lawyers 

can have clients in foreign countries and expand their client base exponentially. Our 

platform offers a seamless user experience, ensuring that legal professionals can work from 

anywhere in the world and still deliver top-notch legal services. 

 At Generis, we believe that legal professionals are the backbone of our program, and 

we are committed to helping them grow their practices. Our partner program provides legal 

professionals with the tools, resources, and support they need to thrive in today's legal 

landscape. 

 We are constantly building and expanding our network of legal professionals to 

ensure that our clients receive the best possible service. Our power-packed legal pros are at 
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the forefront of the legal industry and are equipped with the necessary skills and knowledge 

to deliver world-class legal services. 

 With our Generis Partner Program, legal professionals can build a thriving practice 

and enjoy the freedom of being their own boss. We offer flexible working hours and 

competitive remuneration packages, ensuring that our legal pros are well compensated for 

their hard work. 

 Our power-packed legal pros have the opportunity to work on exciting and 

challenging projects, expanding their knowledge and skills. Our platform provides a fast and 

easy way to accept requests or assignments from Generis staff, enabling legal professionals to 

create results with their fanned experience and skills. 

 We understand that time is money, and that's why we ensure that our payment 

process is fast and hassle-free. Our legal pros get paid promptly for a job well done, ensuring 

that they are always motivated to deliver top-notch legal services. 

 The Generis Partner Program is designed to help legal professionals build capacity, 

enhance workflows, and take their practices to the next level. Our power-packed legal pros 

have access to the latest legal technology, enabling them to offer legal services in a way never 

done before. We offer flexible working hours, competitive remuneration packages, and 

exciting projects that expand knowledge and skills. With Generis, legal professionals can 

work globally, have access to tools and resources, and build a global client base. Join our 

community of legal professionals and take your practice to the next level. 
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 The Generis Partner Program is designed to help legal professionals expand their 

businesses through a reliable and stable network. The program's focus on building 

partnerships and strategic alliances from scratch is elemental to its success. This approach 

ensures that legal professionals joining the program have access to a network that they can 

rely on for growth and stability. 

 As legal professionals expand their businesses, they need a network that is dependable 

and trustworthy. Generis Partner Program has built its network from scratch, ensuring that 

its partners can rely on the program's network for their business needs. This network 

comprises a vast and diverse group of legal professionals, law firms, and investment bankers 

from all over the world. This diversity ensures that partners can leverage the program's 

resources and tools to serve clients from different countries and regions. 

 The Generis Partner Program's elemental approach to building its network also 

means that partners have access to unique resources that they can use to grow their 

businesses. These resources include strategic partners, exclusive programs, and innovative 

tools that can help legal professionals deliver better services to their clients. By providing 

access to these resources, the program empowers legal professionals to take their businesses 

to the next level. 

 One of the program's elemental strengths is its commitment to fostering a 

collaborative community of legal professionals. Legal professionals joining the program gain 

access to a community of like-minded individuals who are committed to growing their 

businesses. This community fosters collaboration, knowledge sharing, and professional 
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development. Partners can tap into this community to gain insights and best practices on 

how to serve their clients better. 

 The Generis Partner Program's elemental approach also ensures that legal 

professionals have access to ongoing support and guidance. This support comes in the form 

of mentorship, coaching, and training programs. Partners can tap into this support to 

enhance their skills and knowledge, thus improving their service delivery. The program's 

commitment to ongoing support ensures that partners can thrive in their businesses and 

achieve their growth goals. 

 The Generis Partner Program's elemental approach to building its network is key to 

its success. The program's focus on reliability, stability, and collaboration ensures that legal 

professionals joining the program have access to a dependable network of partners. This 

network provides unique resources and tools that partners can use to grow their businesses 

and serve clients from different regions. Legal professionals joining the program also gain 

access to a collaborative community and ongoing support, which empowers them to achieve 

their growth goals. 
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